Tips for Success

Focusing on the Classroom:
Music
Content
The 2014
MusicStandards
Standards
The comprehensive,
voluntary
National
Core Arts
Standards
(NCAS)
National Standards
for Arts
Education
constitute
one
of the were
biggest
released
publicly
inefforts
June, 2014.
Created byinthe
Nationaleducation.
Coalition for
educational
reform
ever undertaken
American
TheCore
Arts
Standards,
standards
are framed
by alocal
definition
of artistic
literacy
standards
focus these
on where
the action
is—at the
level, the
grassroots
that
“philosophical
and lifelong
goals,
artistic processes
level.includes
The National
Standardsfoundations
aren’t prescriptive
because
community
and
creative
practices,
and performance
standards education.
that students
control
of local
schools anchor
is a guiding
principle in American
should
attaincontrol,
as wellhowever,
as modelalso
cornerstone
assessments
by which they
Community
means community
responsibility.
Thecan
artsbe
measured”
(NCAS
2) In musical
terms,
literacy
requires
that students
standards do
set important
targets
for a artistic
student’s
academic
knowledge
and
become
involved
in active
music-making
achievement
in music,
dance,
theatre andprocesses.
visual arts, as measured at the
end of grades 4, 8 and 12. They give our communities the benchmarks we
What
the 2014
Music Standards?
need are
to fulfill
our responsibility
to our students.
The new 2014 Music Standards are all about Music Literacy. Created under
Whatleadership
are the National
Content
Standards?
the
of theMusic
National
Association
for Music Education (NAfME),
Singing,
alone and
with others,
a varied repertoire
of music
they
emphasize
conceptual
understanding
in areas
that reflect the actual
processes
in on
which
musicians
engage.
Theothers,
standards
cultivate
a student’s
Performing
instruments,
alone
and with
a varied
repertoire
of music
ability
to carry
out the variations
Artistic Processes
of:
Improvising
melodies,
and accompaniments

•Creating
Composing and arranging music within specified guidelines
•Performing
Reading and notating music
•Responding
Listening to, analyzing and describing music
•Connecting*
Evaluating music and musical performances

* The
music standards
consider Connecting
to be embedded
in arts
the processes
of Creating,
Understanding
relationships
between music,
the other
and disciplines
Performing,
and
Responding.
outside the arts

Understanding
musicare
in relation
to history
and culture
The
above processes
those that
musicians
have followed for generations,
even as they connect through music to themselves and to their societies.
Implementing Standards
Students need to have experience in creating to be successful musicians and
Excerpted from a presentation given by Paul R. Lehman, for the Iowa Alliance for
to
successful 21st century citizens. They need to perform – as singers, as
ArtsbeEducation.
instrumentalists, and in their lives and careers through a variety of musicNational, voluntary standards have been developed for music, visual arts, theatre
making
opportunities. Finally, students need to respond to music, as well as
and dance. Nearly every school in the nation offers instruction in music and the
to
their
culture,
their
and their
visual
arts.
Programs
in community,
theater and dance
tend peers.
to be less widespread and less
fully developed. Although we seek full implementation of the standards in all four
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Anchor
disciplines,Standards
we recognize that different schedules for implementation in the four
Each
of themay
Artistic
Processes
splits
into several
Anchor you
Standards
that
disciplines
be necessary.
If you
support
arts education,
are urged
to do
describe
the general knowledge and skills that teachers should expect
these things:
students
to demonstrate
education
in the
arts. TheFind
Anchor
Get to know
the other artsthroughout
educators intheir
the schools
in your
community.
out
Standards
the same
across artistic
disciplines,
allowinginmusic
educators
if there is are
a balanced,
comprehensive
and
sequential program
each of
the arts
tooffered
converse
with
their other artistic colleagues regarding standards-based
in the
schools.
learning
in their
school
and/orindistrict.
Encourage
the arts
educators
the schools of your community to adapt their
programs to reflect the national standards.

STUDENTS
WILL:
Get to know the
principals, superintendent and other
school officials in your community. Make them aware of
Create:

Do not be satisfied with a program that relies excessively
on artists-in-residence or other enrichment activities.
your
support
for strong
arts programs.
Anchor
Standard
1: Generate
and conceptualize artistic ideas Exposure
and work.and enrichment are invaluable as supplements
but are not substitutes for a balanced, comprehensive and
AnchortoStandard
Organize
artisticdecision
ideas and work.
Explain
everyone2:who
plays aand
roledevelop
in education
sequential program in each of the arts in the curriculum.
making
the arts 3:
should
be aand
partcomplete
of the curriculum
Anchorwhy
Standard
Refine
artistic work.
Make sure parents and administration are aware of the
for every American child. Emphasize that both the Goals
Perform:
differences.
2000: Educate America Act and Prisoners of Time, the
Anchor Standard 4: Select, analyze, and interpret artistic work for presentation.
Use your influence to ensure that the state of
report of the National Education Commission on Time
Anchor
Standard
5:
Develop
and
refine
artistic
techniques
and
work for presentation.
improvement
plan being developed in your state
and Learning, include the arts among the basics of the
Anchor
Standard
6:
Convey
meaning
through
the
presentation
of
artistic work.
guarantees
a place for the arts.
curriculum.

Respond:
As standards in the various disciplines are released and

Encourage others to support the arts in the schools. If
your friends and co-workers will recruit their friends on
Anchor Standard
7: Perceive
analyze
artistic
work.
considered
for adoption,
point and
out to
education
decision
behalf of the arts, and they will recruit theirs, the number
makers
we now8:have
national
standards
for artsin artistic work.
Anchorthat
Standard
Interpret
intent
and meaning
education
as
well.
Lobby
for
the
adoption
of
the
national
Anchor Standard 9: Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work. of supporters of arts education will eventually become
overwhelming.
standards for arts education at the state and local levels,
Connect:
and push as hard as possible for implementation.
Help to organize in-service education opportunities to
Anchor Standard 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art
help educators who may not be comfortable with some of
When the arts standards cannot be fully implemented
Anchor Standard 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical context
the expectations of the standards.
immediately, encourage the development of an
to deepen understanding
incremental plan for implementing the standards in each
Help to make education decision makers and the public
of the arts as completely and as rapidly as possible.
aware of what students are learning in the arts programs

Standards Organization
Whenever a newspaper columnist or editorial writer
Following the Anchor Standards, shared across all
suggests that the arts are not high priority or that we can
artistic disciplines, are found performance standards
get along without arts programs in our schools, write a
forwell-reasoned
all the art forms.
Theletter
performance
standards
are
but firm
opposing that
viewpoint.
organized
as follows:
Let no negative
opinion pass unchallenged, regardless of
where you
PreKlive.
– 8th grade: Grade by grade level standards
•Grades

•

Encourage
business
leaders to support arts programs in
for
general music
classrooms
the schools. Apart from the value of the arts for their own
Novice – Advanced: Proficiency based performance
sake to all Americans, major corporations recognize the
standards for music classrooms, through high school.
importance of education in the arts for their employees,
For
arts disciplines,
proficiency
basedimpact
performance
andallresearch
shows that
the economic
of the arts
standards
exist
at
the
high
school
level.
The
high
school
at the state and local levels is enormous.
level
standards
represent proficient,
accomplished
and
Lobby
for the appointment
of a supervisor
or coordinator
advanced
– orif3these
levelspositions
of standards.
in each oflevels
the arts
do notObviously,
already in
high
can’tdistrict.
offer grade
grade level
standards
existschool
in youryou
school
The by
positions
are necessary
to provide
leadership
forattend
each program
and to in
ensure
because
students
do not
music classes
grade
coordination,
articulation
and
balance
in
the
curriculum.
level cohorts. Instead, we have proficiency-leveled

Do not be satisfied
withensembles
a program with
in the
elementary
ensembles,
or at times,
multiple
levels of
schools
in
which
the
arts,
especially
music
and
the
visual
proficiency all in one classroom.
arts, are taught entirely by classroom teachers without
Below you will see the definitions of the levels found in
the help of specialists. Very few classroom teachers can
thedoNCAS
music standards.
and teachers
Intermediate
an acceptable
job alone. Novice
If classroom
are
were
included
for music
of our
ensemble
expected
to play
a majorbecause
role, seekmany
to ensure
that
the
classes,
sometimes
our of
harmonizing
ability and
to teach
at least two
the arts is a instrument
condition
of
employment.
classes (e.g. piano, guitar), begin prior to high school.

in your community. After a band parents’ open house,
Beginning or an equivalent to 2 years
one parent said, “I didn’t know the kids actually learned
of study in an ensemble in addition to
things in band. I thought they just played.” The same
general
musicthe visual arts, theater and
comment is often
made about
Intermediate
levelinoryour
an equivalent
dance. Don’t letMiddle
that happen
community. to 4

Novice

years of study
in an ensemble
in to
Work with the professional
arts education
associations
addition
to general
music
monitor continuously
everything
that goes
on in your state
capitol with respect
reform
to ensure
that
the
Proficient
Onetooreducation
more years
of high
school
study
arts
are
treated
fairly.
Accomplished Proficiency exceeding average
performance
proficiency for high
Arts Education
Assessment
school study
In September 1993, the Council of Chief State School
Advanced
Preparinga for
collegiate
study interested
in music
Officers
(CCSSO) convened
consortium
of states
in developing large-scale, state-level assessments in
Content Strands: Along with general music grades PreK-8,
arts education. The State Collaborative on Assessments
the 2014 Music Standards include strands of music study
and Student Standards (SCASS) Arts Education Project
often offered
in secondary
school settings.
These include:
developed
and refined
arts-education
assessment
Performing(classroom,
Ensembleslarge-scale
– both traditional
ensembles
instruments
and portfolio)
that (choir,

•

address
voluntary
Standards
for Arts
Education.
band, the
orchestra)
andNational
Emerging
Ensembles
(mariachi,
world
The
consortium
conducted
a
professional
development
drumming); Harmonizing Instruments (keyboards, guitars);
survey
inTheory
15 member
states and field-tested
assessment
Music
and Composition;
and Musicthe
Technology.
exercise sets with 3,400 students in 76 schools.

Want more tips for keeping music strong in your schools?
Visit the site devoted to all things music advocacy:

www.supportmusic.com
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Get to Cornerstone
know the principals,
superintendent and other
Model
Assessments
school
officials
in
your
community.
Makeinthem
aware of
Model Cornerstone Assessments (MCAs)
music
your
support
for strong
programs.by the National
have
been
organized
andarts
developed
Explain to for
everyone
plays a role
in education
Association
Musicwho
Education
(NAfME).
MCAsdecision
are
making why
the arts should
be a part assessments
of the curriculum
authentic,
instructionally
embedded
for
for
every
American
child.
Emphasize
that
both
the
Goals
music classrooms. The intent in developing these
2000: Educate America Act and Prisoners of Time, the
assessments is to provide music educators with
report of the National Education Commission on Time
examples of what rich assessment practice in music
and Learning, include the arts among the basics of the
cancurriculum.
look like in the classroom, as well as illustrative
student examples of what students meeting standard
As standards in the various disciplines are released and
look
and sound
as they
develop
musical
considered
for like
adoption,
point
out to their
education
decision
literacy.
Student
work
samples
from
elementary
grades
makers that we now have national standards for arts
caneducation
be foundasatwell.
www.nationalartsstandards.org.
Lobby for the adoption of the national
standards for arts education at the state and local levels,
Sample
MCAs, complete with worksheets and scoring
and push as hard as possible for implementation.
device rubrics to use in the music classroom, are
When the
standards
cannotthe
be NAfME
fully implemented
available
to arts
download
through
website and
immediately, encourage the development of an
can be used as teachers develop their own classroomincremental plan for implementing the standards in each
embedded assessments.
of the arts as completely and as rapidly as possible.

NAfME
continues
to be of
great assistance
providing
Whenever
a newspaper
columnist
or editorialin
writer
numerous
forare
standards
implementation
suggests resources
that the arts
not high priority
or that we and
can
adoption.
information
specifically
related write
to thea
get alongThe
without
arts programs
in our schools,
well-reasoned
but firm letter
opposing
thatat:
viewpoint.
2014
Music Standards
can be
accessed
http://
Let
no
negative
opinion
pass
unchallenged,
regardless
of
www.nafme.org/my-classroom/standards/
where you live.

Do not at
beachieving
satisfied with
program thatmay
relies
experts
butaresponding
beexcessively
new to
on
artists-in-residence
or
other
enrichment
activities.
your bag of pedagogy tricks. Encourage your students
and enrichment
are invaluable
supplements
toExposure
think about
how the choose
music toasexperience.
but are not substitutes for a balanced, comprehensive and
How does it make them feel? Why? Is there a common
sequential program in each of the arts in the curriculum.
thread to the music that they choose? Is there a
Make sure parents and administration are aware of the
cultural
significance to the music that they choose to
differences.
listen to and does it elicit a specific response? (joy,
Use your influence to ensure that the state of
relaxation,
locomotion,
improvement
plan beingetc.)
developed in your state
guarantees
a place to
forexplore
the arts.how this relates to the
Next,
ask students
creative
process?
words,
do in
composers
create
Encourage
othersIn
to other
support
the arts
the schools.
If
your friends
co-workers
will recruit
their
on
music
to elicitand
a specific
response
from
thefriends
audience?
behalf
the arts,to
and
they
will recruit
theirs,
theresponses
number
Also
askofstudents
also
relate
how their
own
of
supporters
of
arts
education
will
eventually
become
to the music being rehearsed? Can they draw a
overwhelming.
relationship between how they feel about the music they
Help
to organize
in-service
education
opportunities
are
learning
to how
the audience
thus
responds totoit?
help educators who may not be comfortable with some of

There
are certainlyofmany
directions to go with this
the expectations
the standards.
approach to teaching in the ensemble setting. Many view
Help to make education decision makers and the public
this
as restricting what they think can be accomplished
aware of what students are learning in the arts programs
ininthe
rehearsal
but After
in actuality,
it allowsopen
students
your
community.
a band parents’
house,to
receive
a more
expansive,
in-depth
experience.
Those
one parent
said,
“I didn’t know
the kids
actually learned
things inwho
band.
I thought
just aplayed.”
The same
directors
have
chosenthey
to use
more comprehensive
comment
is
often
made
about
the
visual
arts,
theater
approach are finding greater joy in the process
of and
dance. Don’t
that happen inskills
your of
community.
developing
thelet
music-making
their students.
Work with the professional arts education associations to

Encourage business
support Standards
arts programs in
Implementing
theleaders
2014toMusic
Apart
from thewhat
valueyou
of the
artstofordotheir
So the
howschools.
can you
determine
need
to own
sake
to
all
Americans,
major
corporations
recognize
the
ensure that you are teaching through a Music Literacy
importance of education in the arts for their employees,
lens? As you plan lessons/rehearsals, consider
and research shows that the economic impact of the arts
addressing
each of the three Artistic Processes of
at the state and local levels is enormous.
Creating, Performing and Responding.
Lobby for the appointment of a supervisor or coordinator

Young
people
arearts
creating
own music
than
in each
of the
if thesetheir
positions
do not more
already
exist
your school
district.
The
areclasses.
necessary
ever
andinmany
of them
are not
inpositions
our music
to provide
leadership
for music
each program
andso
to many
ensure
What
is it about
creating
that leads
coordination,
articulation
and
balance
in
the
curriculum.
young people to experiment with and dabble in this
Do not Ask
be satisfied
with a program
in thethem
elementary
process?
your students.
Encourage
to come
schools
in
which
the
arts,
especially
music
and
up with their own creations (compositions) and the
askvisual
arts, aretotaught
entirely
by recording
classroom of
teachers
without
students
provide
a video
them performing
the help of specialists. Very few classroom teachers can
their works with their peers. They will be excited by the
do an acceptable job alone. If classroom teachers are
challenge and you will be amazed by the outcome.
expected to play a major role, seek to ensure that the
ability to ateach
leastoftwo
of the arts isfrom
a condition
Delivering
highatlevel
performance
our
of
employment.
students is something that most of us are already

Resources:
(To beeverything
included
the
monitor continuously
thatin
goes
on margin)
in your state
The
additional
resources
listed below
be viewed
capitol
with respect
to education
reformmay
to ensure
that the
arts are
fairly.
online
at:treated
www.nafme.org/my-classroom/standards/
Music Standards
•2014Education
Arts
Assessment

•
•
•
•

Standards
Adoption
Toolkit
In State
September
1993,
the Council
of Chief State School
2015 (CCSSO)
Opportunity
to Learn
Standards of states interested
Officers
convened
a consortium
in Developing
developing Knowledge,
large-scale, state-level
Skills, and assessments
Dispositions in
arts education. The State Collaborative on Assessments
Student Assessment/Model Cornerstone Assessments
and Student Standards (SCASS) Arts Education Project
(MCAs) and refined arts-education assessment
developed
National Coalition
for Core
Arts Standards
Information
instruments
(classroom,
large-scale
and portfolio)
that
address
the voluntary
National
Standardsin
forallArts
Searchable
Database
of the Standards
theEducation.
Arts
The consortium conducted a professional development
Videos, FAQ and General Information on how the Standards
survey in 15 member states and field-tested the assessment
Structure
in Practice
exercise
setsWorks
with 3,400
students in 76 schools.
Standards Resources, Workbooks, and Video Package on

•
•
•
•

how to Implement the Standards

•Copyright Information

Want more tips for keeping music strong in your schools?
Visit the site devoted to all things music advocacy:

www.supportmusic.com
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